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As a professional high quality Zhongyuan® Silicone Oil manufacture, you can rest assured to buy
Silicone Oil from our factory and we will offer you the best after-sale service and timely
delivery.Sincerely look forward to cooperating with you in the near future.

Silicone oil Summary:

High quality Zhongyuan® Silicone oil made in China is mainly used for the production of low
and mid of soft polyurethane foam sponge.it can be used under a variety of process operations,
especially in continuous foaming and general box foaming equipment process is widely
used.Usually , the product code is L580

We rely upon strategic thinking, constant modernisation in all segments, technological advances
and of course upon our employees that directly participate within our success for Professional
Design China High Performance Hydroxy Silicone Oil, We are willing to give you the best
suggestions on the designs of your orders in a professional way if you need. In the meantime, we
keep on developing new technologies and creating new designs so as to make you ahead in the line
of this business. Professional Design China Silicone Fluid, Hydrogen Silicone Fluid, We always
insist on the management tenet of "Quality is first, Technology is basis, Honesty and Innovation".We
are able to develop new products continuously to a higher level to satisfy different needs of
customers.

We always think and practice corresponding to the change of circumstance, and grow up. We
purpose at the achievement of a richer mind and body as well as the living for Hot New Products
China High Quality Silicone Oil , By 10 years effort, we attract customers by competitive price tag
and exceptional provider. Moreover, it really is our sincere and sincerity, which assistance us usually
be clients' very first choice.
Hot New Products China Silicone Oil, Our R&D department always designs with new fashion ideas
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so we could introduce up-to-date fashion styles every month. Our strict production management
systems always ensure stable and high quality goods. Our trade team provides timely and efficient
services. If there are any interest and inquiry about our products, you should contact us in time. We
would like to establish a business relationship with your honored company.

Silicone oil Detail

1.there is perfect effect in MC foaming agent dosage of low density formula,

2.The widest tin handling space available in the low density formulation

3.maintain good air permeability and narrow density gradient

Silicone oil Applications :Industrial

1. streamline foaming equipment and box foaming process.

2.medium density flexible foam production.

3.low density flexible foam production.

Silicone oil Usage&Packing:

Usage:Add into polyol and full mixing

Packing: 210 Kg /steel drum

More detail for product code ,please connect with sales manager


